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Suggested Webinar Etiquette

1. Make sure your screen 
name has your name and 
alliance 

2. Mute yourself unless you 
are talking

3. Turn on video when talking

4. Use the chat to share 
thoughts, comments, 
questions at any time

5. Use side by side mode for 
easy viewing

This webinar 
is being 

recorded



Agenda
• Welcome and updates

• Introduction to systems thinking and systems change

• Panel discussion
• Robin Cresiski (Co-PI) and Wendy Carter-Veale (Internal Evaluator) from The 

AGEP Alliance State System Model to Transform the Hiring Practices and 
Career Success of Tenure Track Historically Underrepresented Minority 
Faculty in Biomedical Sciences (PROMISE)

• Linda Mason (PI) and Aman Yadav (Research Lead) from AGEP-
Transformation: The CIC Professorial Advancement Initiative

• Q&A

• Wrap up and next steps



What is a system?

A group of interacting, interrelated, or 
interdependent parts that form a complex whole for a 
specific purpose.

Key = all the parts are interrelated and interdependent in some way 
(otherwise would just be a collection of parts)

Related Resource: Introduction to Systems Thinking, Daniel H. Kim, 1999

https://thesystemsthinker.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Introduction-to-Systems-Thinking-IMS013Epk.pdf


Is it a system or a collection?

Related Resource: Introduction to Systems Thinking, Daniel H. Kim, 1999

tools in a toolbox football team database of customer 
names

bowl of fruit

https://thesystemsthinker.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Introduction-to-Systems-Thinking-IMS013Epk.pdf


Defining Characteristics of Systems

Related Resource: Introduction to Systems Thinking, Daniel H. Kim, 1999

•Purpose
•Presence
•Order
•Feedback

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY.

https://thesystemsthinker.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Introduction-to-Systems-Thinking-IMS013Epk.pdf
http://ygraph.com/cardiagram
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Systems Thinking

90%

10%

Events

Patterns

Systemic Structures

Related Resource: Introduction to Systems Thinking, Daniel H. Kim, 1999

https://thesystemsthinker.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Introduction-to-Systems-Thinking-IMS013Epk.pdf


Moving from Systems Thinking to Systems 
Change

Related Resource: Change theory in STEM higher education, Daniel L. Reinholz, Isabel White and Tessa Andrews, 2021

“Systems thinking was useful for making sense of 
the context of change, because it focused on the 
system, its interlocking parts, and connections to 
other systems.”

https://stemeducationjournal.springeropen.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s40594-021-00291-2.pdf


Moving from Systems Thinking to Systems 
Change

Related Resource: Change theory in STEM higher education, Daniel L. Reinholz, Isabel White and Tessa Andrews, 2021

How is departmental
change embedded 
within a university?

How is a STEM center 
embedded on a campus?

https://stemeducationjournal.springeropen.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s40594-021-00291-2.pdf


Systems Thinking & the AGEP Alliance Model

increased number of 
historically underrepresented 

minority faculty in STEM



Meet our panelists 

Robin Cresiski (Co-PI) and Wendy Carter-Veale (Internal Evaluator) 

The AGEP Alliance State System Model to Transform the Hiring 
Practices and Career Success of Tenure Track Historically 
Underrepresented Minority Faculty in Biomedical Sciences (PROMISE) 

Linda Mason (PI) and Aman Yadav (Research Lead) 

AGEP-Transformation: The CIC Professorial Advancement Initiative



Panel Discussion

• What are the different systems that you have encountered through 

your AGEP Alliance? 

• If you started the project thinking explicitly about affecting the 

systems at play, what would you do differently?  



Panel Discussion

• How do you think systems thinking can support or inform your 
work?

• What are some changes that you have seen in the systems you 
are working with as a result of your work? How are you measuring 
change?



Wrap-up and next steps

• Upcoming AGEP ECBC webinar on April 13 at 2pm ET is going to be a follow up for 
evaluators only. Think about: “What questions or challenges are you facing when 
evaluating systems change in your Alliance?"

• Conference proposals for the AEA annual conference (New Orleans, Nov 7-12) are 
due April 22nd. Visit www.eval.org for details.

• This webinar recording and materials will be available on https://agep-ecbc.edc.org/
next week.

• Look out for a survey from the ECBC! Provide feedback and let us know what topics 
you would like to see in upcoming webinars.

http://www.eval.org
https://agep-ecbc.edc.org/


THANK YOU
Contact the AGEP ECBC team any time.
AGEP_ECBC@edc.org

mailto:Jmalyn-smith@edc.org
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